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I. STATEMENT OF THE CASE

A.

Nature of the caseThis case involves the dissolution of a marriage. Appellant NIRAJ Sharma
("NIRAJ") seeks an annulment of his marriage to Respondent USHA Sharma
("USHA") based on evidence that shows USHA was already married to another man,
UJJWAL Bhochhibhoya ("UJJWAL"). USHA have subsequently received charges
of Immigration Fraud from the United States Citizenship Immigration Services
(USCIS), located in Baltimore, MD.

USHA insists she never married UJJWAL, and claims that she and UJJWAL had
a "fake marriage" and, therefore, seeks a divorce from NIRAJ. Whereas NIRAJ,
claims that as per the Hindu traditions and Marriage Law of Nepal ("Muluki Ain"),
the wedding pictures submitted in the court illustrate USHA and UJJWAL are in fact
married, as confirmed by the traditional Nepali wedding garments in a Temple in
Nepal, coupled with the colored red dye mix with rice seeds on both of their faces,
and ornaments and garlands around their necks. The photographs depict the bride
dressed in a traditional red sequined beaded dress (SARI &CHOLO), which cannot
be denied as a wedding garment for the purposes of a marriage ceremony. The

Perce County C&§t No. cv 2012-00657 Supreme Court Docket No. 41961
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photographs have been submitted into evidence and certified and translated by a
Notary on September 16, 2012 (See Appellant's Ex 504).
To bring notice to the importance of the of the wedding ceremonial photographs
in Nepal, NIRAJ has submitted the attached email message dated July 6, 2012, from
his former attorney, Mr. Wynn Mosman, forwarded from the Consular Office of the
United States of America, in Kathmandu, Nepal; which states:
"First of an, it is not mandatory in Nepal to register a marriage.
While the practice of marriage registration is growing, people
generally just do not seek to register their marriage until the time a
certificate is actually required. Secondly, marriage can be registered
at any of the 75 District Offices across Nepal and the marriage
registration data is not kept centrally in one office."

In further support of the Appellant's belief that USHA and UJJWAL were in fact
married, NIRAJ has submitted the authenticated wedding pictures signed by USHA'S
husband UJJWAL, along with his signed statement, in front of a licensed Notary,
dated August 20, 2012, stating:
"USHA PANDEY and me marry in May/June 2009 (Nepali
date Jestha 19, 2066 BS) and this is our real marriage. We marry
with all the rituals in the presence of friends; Biraj Aryal, Gorkha,
Nixon Shrestha (Kuleshwor), Bhavendra Adhikari (Lamjung)."

All wedding photographs are attested by UJJWAL in front of witnesses. During a
Court hearing on October 22, 2012, USHA recognized and admitted to the signatures
ofUJJWAL and also the wedding pictures. As per the Marriage Law of Nepal, on
Local Public Hearing, the wedding pictures were confirmed by the local people and
Perce Couniy CiiSf No. cv 2012-00657 Supreme Court Docket No. 41961-201
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signed under oath in front of the interested Representative

Nepal Government,

licensed Attorney/ Notary).

Course of the proceedings A Complaint for the immigration fraud by Usha was filed by Niraj at the USCIS,
Baltimore , MD on Jan 12 /2012 and complaint of Decree of Absolute
Divorce was filed by USHA on March 29, 2012. (R. p. 7-9.) NIRAJ filed an
Answer to the Complaint of May 24, 2012. (R. p. 15-18.) affirmative defense(s)
as:
1.

never had irreconcilable differences so that I did file documents for her

immigration visa, which took about 11 months, I sponsored her and even went to
Nepal in March 2011 to bring her to USA.

ii. After verification of suspicious information's, pictures and activities of USHA
made me sure that she was not committed to me , and her intention was to evade
the immigration law of U S A. by abusing the Law. So I already have filed
th

complain with USC IS, Baltimore on Jan 12 /2012 and is under investigation.

On September 13, 2012, NIRAJ filed an Amended Answer. (R. p. 23-27.) Trial
was held in the Magistrate Court on October 22, 2012. Following trial, the
Magistrate Court entered an Order of Divorce (R. p. 35-36) and on November 28,
Perce Cour1iy Ca§~ No. cv 2~12-00657 Supreme Court Docket No. 41961
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NIRAJ filed a Notice of Appeal (R. p. 27-40). The District Court heard the

Appeal and, on January 27, 2014, is entered a Memorandum Opinion and Order
on Appeal from the Magistrate Court, affirming the Magistrate Court's Order
granting a divorce. (R. p. 94-103.) NIRAJ filed a timely Notice of Appeal on
March

C

2014. (R. p. 106-10.)

Statement of the Facts USHA'S background facts:
1. USHA, a native of Nepal, did not know NI RAJ before her family arranged
for her to marry him. (Tr. p. 16, L 14-15.)
2. USHA and NIRAJ are distant relatives. (Tr. p. 16, L. 15-16).
3. USHA'S aunt is NIRAJ's mother's, brother's, daughter. (Tr. p. 94, L.
19-23.)
4.

USHA was 23 years of age at the time she performed the wedding
ceremony ~ith NIRAJ. (Tr. p. 46, L. 10-13.)

5. USHA was a resident of Nepal and she completed high school and 4 years
of college in Nepal and studied computer science. (Tr. p. 46, L. 19-20, 2325, and I 6-18.)
6. While at college in 2005, USHA began starting best friendship with a man
name UJJWAL. (Tr. p. 64,

25; p. 65.)

and UJJWAL attended
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college together in Kathmandu, Nepal and had "an affair" for four years
from 2005 to 2009. (Tr. p. 154, L. 1-8.)

U,JJWAL'S background facts:
1. UJJWAL is a resident of Lazimpat, Kathmandu, Nepal and in his court

trial testimony, USHA admitted that UJJWAL is USHA'S "best friend". (Tr. p.
64, L. 24-25; Tr. p. 65, L.)
2. USHA and UJJWAL were in college together in Kathmandu in 2009.
(Tr. p. 65, L. 2-7.)
3. UJJW AL admitted to NIRAJ during phone conversation in November
2011 that he had been involved in an affair with USHA since the year 2005 and
married her in June 2009 and they slept together four nights. (Tr. p. 154, L. 1-8.)
UJJWAL further admitted to NIRAJ that after they slept together four nights, they
spend the rest of the nights at a friend's house. (Tr. p. 154, L. 15-17.)
UJJW AL eventually became a civil engineer in Nepal, (Tr. p. 13 7, L.
3-8.) and is working as a civil engineer in a company in Kathmandu, Nepal.

NIRAJ'S background:
l.

NIRAJ was born and raised in Nepal. (Tr. p. 88, L. 13.) In August

2003, he moved to the United States and, in 2008, he became a United States
citizen. (Tr. p. 190, L. 17-19; Tr. p. 88, L. 21-24.) At all relevant times, NIRAJ

Perce Cour1iy C{i!.;f: No. cv 2012-00657 Supreme Court Docket No. 41961
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has resided in Maryland, where he has been living for over seven years. (Tr. p. 87,
L.8-12.)
2.

At the time of trial, NIRAJ was registered as a college

undergraduate student, studying computer technology, and working part-time as a
Sales Associate for General Nutrition Corporation. (Tr. p. 87, L. 14-19.)
3.

NIRAJ was 27 years of age at the time of the wedding ceremony

involving USHA. (Tr. p. 89, L. 13-23.)
4.

In January of 2008, NIRAJ desired to find a suitable spouse who

would support his traditional Nepalese beliefs. (Tr. p. 90, L. 15-20; Tr. p. 97, L.

10-16, Tr. p. 99, L. 5-16).

In accordance with Nepalese tradition, NIRAJ's family began searching
for a suitable spouse for NIRAJ. (Tr. p. 91, L. 17, p. 92, L. 7.) One of the
potential candidates was USHA, who is the first cousin once removed (USHA'S
youngest aunt is NIRAJ'S cousin) ofNIRAJ. To memorialize his interest in
pursuing USHA as a wife, NIRAJ began exchanging email correspondence with
her, in early 2008. (Tr. p. 100, L. 1-24.)

In further accordance with Nepalese tradition, USHA'S parents were
investigating possible matches for their daughters. (Tr. p. 16, L. 14-18.) Initially,
according to USHA, NIRAJ was to marry USHA'S sister. However, the sister

(_Nez Perce Cour1iy C&J;~ No. cv 2012-00657 Supreme Court Docket No. 41961-2014)
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away" with another man, damaging USHA'S father's reputation.
18, p. 17,

p. 75, L.

16,

11.)

Therefore, USHA was arranged to marry NIRAJ, in no small part to
"recover" her father's reputation. (Tr. p. 75, L. 15 top. 76, L. 18.) USHA,
however, was opposed to an arranged marriage. (Tr. p. 17, L. 4-6.)

According to UJJWAL and the documents admitted in evidence at trial,
USHA and UJJWAL married on June 2, 2009. (Tr. p. 151, L. 5-11.) According to
UJJWAL and the documents admitted in evidence at trial, UJJWAL and USHA
spent four (4) nights together after the wedding- an act signifying that the couple
was, in fact, married. (Tr. p. 151,

12-22.)

Moreover, NIRAJ has submitted the authenticated wedding pictures
signed by USHA'S husband UJJWAL, along with his signed statement, in front of
a licensed Notary, dated August 20, 2012, stating:

"USHA PANDEY and me marry in May/June 2009
(Nepali date Jestha 19, 2066 BS) and this is our real
marriage. We marry with all the rituals in the presence
of friends; Biraj Aryal, Gorkha, Nixon Shrestha
(Kuleshwor), Bhavendra Adhikari (Lamjung)."

Perce Couni:y CiU'f'
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wedding photographs are attested
During a Court hearing on October

UJJWAL in front

2012, USHA recognized and admitted to

signatures ofUJJWAL and also the wedding pictures.

per the Marriage

Law of Nepal, on Local Public Hearing, the wedding pictures were confirmed by
the local people and signed under oath in front of the interested Representative of
the Nepal Government, of the local unit of the Ministry of Local Development
(V.D.C., Secretary and licensed Attorney/ Notary).

USHA'S ADMISSION OF HER PRIOR MARRIAGE
During court testimony, USHA admits that it is she and UJJWAL shown in the
photos at a temple near a friend's house. (Exs. 502 -505, Tr. p. 55, L. 1, p. 56,

USHA also admits that, in Nepal the photos are far more significant than mere
mementos:

" .. . and like in our culture it is not like you are clicking some
picture in front of some house. It is a marriage." (Tr. p. 37, L.
18-20.)

Indeed a marriage is valid in Nepal without marriage registration, also it is not
mandatory. Former attorney, Wy11n Mosman, ofidaho, received a reply to his inquiry of
marriage registration in Nepal, from the consular section (KC) of the American Embassy
dated, July 6, 2012. A copy of their reply is attached herewith.

Perce Cour; ·y "~ 0 e No
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Since the marriage is

Nepal without the need of registration, licensure, or

certificate. (Tr. p. 109, L. 10-16.), UJJWAL at least twice confirmed in writing that he
and USHA married on June 2, 2009. (Exs. 501-506; Tr. p. 184, L. 18-22; p. 186, L. 1116.).

USHA herself admitted to NIRAJ in November 2011 that the photos documented
an actual marriage between USHA and UJJWAL:

.... So after three days NIRAJ called USHA and I told her, did you marry
UJJWAL? UJJWAL is telling that you guys got married. And USHA told me the exact
words, which I remember every night before I sleep, because it hurts me a lot.

Q.

What did she say?

A.

She said yes, I did. I want you to quote it down if you want. Yes I did and

spend twelve nights with him. What will you do? Go and talk to your Lawyer?
(Tr. p. 156, L. 1-15.)

Q.

What was her demeanor when she said that to you?

A.

Looks like to me that she don't care. lt looks like to me she don't care

about reputation. Don't care about anything. She don't want---only one to worry about
her life, not other people's life.

Q.

Was she crying?

Perce Comii.y case No. cv 2012-00657 S
APPELLANT'S BRIEF
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A.

No, she was proud,

me put it that way.

(Tr. p. 158, L. 5-13.)

In Nepalese culture, unmarried persons are forbidden from sleeping with each
other until they are formally married. (Tr. p. 156, L. 6-21; p. 151, L. 15-22.)

Since both UJJWAL and USHA had proudly admitted to NIRAJ that they were
married, NIRAJ was one hundred percent (100%) sure that their marriage was genuine.
(Tr. p. 160, L. 7-20.)

Accordingly, NIRAJ decided to take a strong action by reporting USHA, for
immigration fraud, to United States Citizenship and Immigration Services in January
2012, before USHA filed for Divorce. This is already mentioned as defense in repl_y to

answer jar Divorce. (Tr. p. 156, L.

p. 157, L. 1; p. 160, L. 16-20.)

During the time of her marriage to UJJWAL, USHA was aware of her parents'
strong desire to arrange a marriage for her, a process to which she was staunchly opposed
to. (Tr. p. 17, L. 4-6.) However, USHA also knew that her parents' views on arranged
marriage were strongly held, due to the fact that at one point, one of her parents
threatened to kill themselves if she did not go through with her arranged marriage, or, if
she divorce NIRAJ. (Tr. p. 39, L. 6-9; p. 78, L. 4-25.)

Perce Couni.y
APPELLANTS 13R1Et
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However, despite her desire not to have an arranged marriage, USHA did agree to
marry NIRAJ. (Tr. p. 102, L. l 0-24 ). Accordingly, on December 12, 2009, six (6) months
after her marriage to UJJWAL, USHA married NIRAJ, accompanied by several large
ceremonies over several days, in Kathmandu, Nepal. (Tr. p. 16, L. 3-8; Tr. p. 23, L. 8-11;
p. 105, L. 10; p. 107, L. 24 .)

Since it is not mandatory in Nepal to register a marriage, this marriage between
USHA and NIRAJ was also not registered in any office, rather, it was performed on
December 1 2009, amid a civil ceremony in front of attending guests as witness and
photo of wedding with Bride and Groom. The photo of the attending witness was
snapped precisely the way it had been done in the wedding between USHA and
UJJWAL.

In this way, USHA and UJJWAL's wedding pictures are a proof of legal and
acceptable marriage by law of Nepal.

As USHA admitted, the picture depicting she and UJJWAL was not photo
shopped, but authentic. Meanwhile, she has also admitted the venue of wedding and the
names of their friends appearing in the photo as witness and UJJW AL has signed a

Perce Couniy cw::;~ No. cv 2012-00657 Supreme Court Docket No.
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statement, confirming the wedding photo was a true, ritual wedding ceremony in front of
their friends.

The wedding between USHA and NIRAJ was subsequently registered at the local
government office in Nepal, four months later (in 2010) by USHA (NIRAJ was not
present), for the sole purpose of fulfilling the requirement of United States Immigration
Law, in an effort to obtain overseas immigration status.

Shortly following the marriage with USHA, NIRAJ returned to his home in
Maryland. (Tr. p. 108, L. 19-24.) Due to immigration procedural issues, USHA remained
home in Nepal while she awaited the necessary document to immigrate to the United
States. (Tr. p. 29, L. 21-25.)
At no time did USHA ever express to NIRAJ that she did not want to join him in
the United States. (Tr. p. 125, L. 2-18.) Neither did USHA express any desire not to
marry or live with NIRAJ in Maryland. (Tr. p. 111, L. 8-22.)

As USHA stated at trial:

" .. . and like in our culture it is not like you are
clicking some picture in front of some house. It is a marriage."
(Tr. p. 37, L. 18-20.)

According to testimony given in Court by USHA:

Nez Perce Couniy cas~ No. cv 2012-00657 Supreme Court Docket N
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after that I have, like, I really don't want to live with him ...... .it is a
big regret for me." (Tr. p. 36, L. 25; Tr. p. 37, L. 3.)

Q.

So you tried to get him to annul the marriage? (Tr. p. 38, L. 14.)

YES. (Tr. p. 38, L. 15.)

Q.

So then what happened? (Tr. p. 39, L. 1.)

After ........... I can't handle that, that torture any more. (Tr. p. 39, L.
11.)
Q.

And then you tried to get him to annul? .......... (Tr .p. 40, L. 13.)

A.

Yes. (Tr. p. 40,

Q.

That damaged your father's reputation? ............... .

A.

He forced me to do, to marry him. (Tr. p. 75, L. 21-25.)

15.)

USHA expressed during sworn court testimony that her Mom and Dad forced and
tortured her to get married with NIRAJ. (Tr. p. 17, L. 12-15.) Therefore, under Nepal
Marriage Law, Number 7.497 - "No marriage shall be solemnized or arranged without
the consent of both the male and the female parties thereto. If a marriage is solemnized
or arranged by force without consent, such a marriage shall be void. One who concludes
or arranges such a marriage shall be punished liable to punishment of imprisonment for a
term not exceeding two (2) years." Additionally, according to Idaho Marriage Laws,

Perce Couni.y c;;_~~ No. cv 2012-00657 Supreme Court Docket No. 4196
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grounds for annulments and prohibited marriages are varied, to include, but are not
limited to: fraud, force, duress, polygamy, etc.

In October 2010, while USHA remained in Nepal during visa processing, NIRAJ
received an email from an unknown person by the name of UJJWAL, with some photos
that looked like wedding photos. The Bride's photo looked exactly like the face of
USHA, however, the face looked slightly thicker and rounder than NIRAJ had
remembered her a few months before in the wedding time in Nepal.
Immediately being suspicious, NIRAJ contacted USHA and her parents and her
aunt in Nepal by phone, as well as sent the received photos by email with stern question
"WHAT IS THIS?"
USHA and her parents repeatedly, verbally assured NIRAJ that is was not USHA
in the photo saying "No, no, no, USHA she looks so skinny when she is married how she
looks so big here. And it is like, no, no, no, the guy is trying to ... somebody is trying to
mess up our and USHA'S married life." After NIRAJ talked with USHA and asked her
·'did you marry? USHA stated "no, I did not", and that " ... even a baby can make that
picture." (Tr. p. 112, L. 16; Tr. p. 116, L. 14.)

Whereas at court trial USHA claimed for the first time that she and UJJW AL had
staged the photos documenting as a "fake marriage" to UJJWAL in an effort to trick
NIRAJ into annulling his marriage with USHA. (Tr. p. 38, L. 5-22.) At that time, USRA

(Nez Perce Cour1iy case No. cv 2012-00657 Supreme c
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5J ; ?_ , )._cJW---/2)JJ,:O

did not inform NIRAJ that she desired to end her marriage with

nor did she

informed him that she did not wish to come to United States with him. (Tr. p. 112, L. 23;
Tr. p. 113, L. 17.) Instead, even after assuring NIRAJ and receiving the wedding photo
of UJJW AL and USHA, USHA participated in a fasting ritual in which she "sacrificed
food and water for one day" to show her love for NIRAJ. (Tr. p. 114, L. 3-8; L. 15-20.)

USHA attended the interview to obtain her visa, and did not mention to the
interviewing consular of the American Embassy in Nepal that she was not willing to go
to join NIRAJ in the USA, as his wife.

USHA finally immigrated to United States on March 31 sr, 2011. The week
following her arrival in the United States, USHA began repeatedly asking NIRAJ when
she will

rPr··PnrP

green card, although USHA did not need a green card to live with her

husband NIRAJ. (Tr. p. 145, 15; Tr. p. 146, L.

In July 2011, after receiving her green card and Social Security card, USHA
requested that she and NIRAJ travel to Lewiston, Idaho to her elder Uncle's son,
BALRAM PANDEY'S house. NIRAJ bought an air ticket and they visited for two
nights. (Tr. p. 134, L. 5; p. 135, L. 4.)

Perce Couniy case No. cv 2012-00 657 S
APPELLANT'S BRIEF
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While USHA and NIRAJ were in Idaho, their host, Mr. Bairam, held a backyard
gathering. (Tr. p. 135, L. 12-18.) During the gathering, NIRAJ overheard USHA
inquiring as to the job market and schools in Idaho, for civil Engineers. (Tr. p. 135, L. 19;
p. 136, L. 8.) Immediately after her comment, USHA made eye contact with NIRAJ.
USHA realized she had been overheard, and bent her face like she saw NIRAJ. (Tr. p.
136, L. 1-8.)

Neither NIRAJ nor USHA are Civil Engineers, although NIRAJ later learned that
UJJWAL is a civil Engineer. (Tr. p. 136, L. 17-25; p. 137, L. 3-14; p. 144, L. 12-20.)
After both of them returned to their home in Maryland, USHA did not express
unhappiness or dissatisfaction with her marriage. (Tr. p. 138, L. 24; Tr. p. 139, L. 9.)
Instead, both of them discussed the Idaho's natural beauty and how it reminded them of
Nepal. (Tr. p. 139, L. 5-9.)

NIRAJ'S DISCOVERY OF PRIOR MARRIAGE
About one week after of their return to Maryland from Idaho, USHA again
announced her desire to return to visit Lewiston, Idaho, and her uncle's son. Mr. Balrarn
also called NIRAJ by phone to send for USHA just for one week. (Tr. p. 139, L. 10-19.)
Because NIRAJ was unable to take time off from work and school, USHA travelled by
herself to Idaho. (Tr. p. 10, L. 15-22.) When she was leaving for Lewiston Idaho,
NIRAJ's parents went to National Airport, Washington, DC, to see her off. They let her

~ez Perce Couniy case No. cv 2012-00657 Supreme Court Docket No. 41961-2019
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return by one

week later.

139,

L. 24; p. 140, L. 5.)

However, after several weeks had gone by, USHA informed NIRAJ and his
family that she would not return to Maryland, and requested return of her marital jewelry.
(Tr. p. 141, L. 3-16.) USHA never returned to live with NIRAJ in Maryland.
(Tr. p. 141, L.)

receiving the message from USHA about wanting the marital jewelry and
her intent not to come back to NIRAJ in Maryland, NIRAJ' s suspicion about the previous
marriage, as the previous wedding photo was confirmed, and he tried to search for
UJJWAL and through a combination of web searches and telephone calls was able to
locate UJJWAL in Nepal. (Tr. p. 147, L. 7; p, 150,

13.)

UJJWAL'S CONFIRMATION OF PRIOR MARRIAGE
NIRAJ spoke to UJJWAL by telephone in November of 2011. (Tr. p. 150, L. 1420.) UJJWAL and NIRAJ discussed UJJWAL'S prior email to NIRAJ. (Tr. p. 150, L.
21-24.) UJJWAL confirmed to NIRAJ both orally and in writing that the marriage had
indeed taken place (see also Ex. Appellant's 501, previously submitted to the court), and
that UJJWAL and USHA had an affair from 2005. (Tr. p. 151, L. 5-11; p. 154, L. 1; p.
155, L. 15.)
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NIRAJ then confronted USHA about her marriage to UJJWAL. (Tr. p. 155, L. 1
p. 156, L. 5.) UJJWAL admitted to NIRAJ that he had married USHA on June, 2, 2009,
and that USHA had spent four nights together following their wedding. (Tr. p. 151, L. 614.)

As stated above, spending nights together following the wedding is significant in
Nepali Culture, because in Nepal the betrothed "cannot sleep together unless there is a
formal wedding. (Tr. p. 151, L. 15-22.)

UJJWAL admitted to NIRAJ that he emailed the photographs to NIRAJ, proving
UJJWAL'S marriage to USHA. (Tr. p. 153, L. 9-22.) UJJWAL admitted to NIRAJ that
he had been involved with USHA since the year 2005. (Tr. p. 154, .L. 1-8.)
In addition to the oral statement of UJJWAL to NIRAJ detailed above, UJJWAL
confirmed in writing that he married USHA before USHA'S wedding ceremony
involving NIRAJ. This evidence was admitted at Trial as Exhibit 501. (Tr. p. 184, L. 20.)
In addition email from UJJWAL to NIRAJ confirming the pre-existing marriage was
admitted at Trial as Exhibit 506. (Tr. p. 185, L. 12; p. 186, L. 13.)
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II.

ISSUES ON APPEAL

1.

Did the Magistrate Court err in the ruling

1.2

USHA'S credibility and motivation for the filing

] .3

Authenticated Exhibits that were excluded

I .4

Issues with the Transcripts and no service of the errata sheet

1.5

The Grounds for USHA'S filing for Absolute Divorce

1.6

Pending Immigration Fraud Investigation

HI.
A.

USHA'S Favor

ARGUMENTS

Standard of review

On an appeal from a District Court acting in an Appellate capacity, the standard
of review is as follows:

The Supreme Court reviews the trial court (Magistrate) record to determine
whether there is substantial and competent evidence to support the Magistrate's
finding of fact and whether the magistrate's conclusions oflaw follow from those
findings. If those findings are so supported and the conclusions follow therefrom
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court affirmed the magistrate's "''·"'"''-'VH, we affirm
court's decision as a matter of procedure.

Bailey v. Bailey, 153 Idaho 526, 529 (2012) (quoting Losser v. Bradstreet, 145

Idaho 670, 672 (2008) ). This Court must determine "whether the evidence supports
findings of fact, and whether the findings of fact support the conclusions of law." City
lvferidian v. Petra Inc., 154 Idaho 425,435 (2013). The Court will only uphold the trial

court's findings of fact where they are supported by "substantial and competent
evidence." Id. Evidence is "substantial if a reasonable Trier of fact would accept it and
rely upon it in determining whether a disputed point of fact has been proven." In re Doe,
152 Idaho 910,913 (2012).

B.

The magistrate court erred in finding that UJJWAL and USHA

were not married
In this case, USHA sought a divorce on grounds of irreconcilable difference,
while NIRAJ sought an annulment under Idaho Code Section 32-501(2) on the grounds
that USHA was already married to UJJWAL at the time she married NIRAJ. The
magistrate court correctly realized that the primary issue in the case was whether or not
USHA and UJJWAL were married at the time USHA married NIRAJ. IfUSHA and
UJJWAL were married, then the magistrate court should grant the annulment under
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Section 32-501(2). However, the magistrate court erroneously made the determination

of divorce - not annulment, based on detem1ination of the facts and the credibility of
the witnesses .

The evidence of the marriage between USHA and UJJWAL was substantial:
(1) USHA verbally admitted the marriage to NIRAJ. (2) UJJWAL verbally admitted

the marriage to NIRAJ. (3) UJJWAL submitted multiple documents authenticating
their married photos, (not only an email but a notarized statement) establishing the
genuineness of the marriage (See Appellant's Exs. 501 and 506), and the marriage was
officially documented by photographs as is customary in Nepal (See Appellant's Exs.
502-505). The magistrate court denied all of this substantial, competent evidence and
instead found that USHA and UJJWAL had not been married. In so doing, the
magistrate court arbitrarily chose one of USHA's three (3) explanations as to why the
marital photos existed. Ultimately, USHA'S three (3) different explanations as to why
the marital photos existed should have raised a question to the credibility of the witness.

Regarding the photos of her marriage to UJJWAL, USHA has offered three (3)
explanations: (1) that someone used Photoshop to create fake images; (2) that the
images were real and documented a legitimate marriage; and (3) that the images were
real, but had been staged by UJJWAL and USHA and did not document a legitimate
marriage. The magistrate court found that USHA'S story at trial (her third story) was
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accurate as to what
L. 18-20.) The magistrate court's find was never supported by substantial competent
evidence and therefore, should not have been the basis of the ruling for the divorce,
rather than an annulment.

In support of her argument that the photos were fabricated, for the first time at
trial, USHA claimed that she wanted to give NIRAJ "a reason to annul

marriage."

She claimed she and UJJWAL created the photographs after her marriage to NIRAJ.
However, her testimony on this point is not credible for numerous reasons.

Firstly, NIRAJ confronted USHA shortly after receiving the email photographs.
In that conversation, contrary to USHA'S trial testimony, that the photographs were to
give NIRAJ a reason to annul their marriage; USHA insisted to NIRAJ that the
photographs had been created using Photoshop and were not genuine. USHA denied
any role in a marriage to UJJWAL. USHA'S testimony as to the reason the
photographs were created is nonsensical in light of the undisputed fact that, when
confronted by NIRAJ shortly thereafter, she backed down from her "plan" to trick
NIRAJ to annul their marriage, and instead tried to convince NIRAJ that the photos
were not real. If her creation of the alleged staged photographs was meant to cause
NIRAJ to believe that she had been married previously (leading him to annul the
marriage), she would have tried to convince NIRAJ of the legitimacy of the
Perce Cour1iy Ci.!S~ No. cv 2012-00657 Supreme Court Docket No. 41961
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photographs when he confronted her

not

to convince him they were fake and

reaffirm her desire to be his vvife.
Further, on October 11, 2012, NIRAJ'S father, Nirmal P. Sharma, filed a sworn
Affidavit in the District Court for the Second Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in
and for the County of Nez Perce that clearly explained the validity of the customary
Nepali wedding traditions, specifically to address the photographs received from
UJJW AL, to wit:
"In Nepal the registration of wedding ceremonies is not
mandatory, but religious customary weddings are common and valid. In
the photograph the white cloth on the bride's head is used only in wedding
ceremonies because the groom places red powdered dye on the bride's
heard over the white cloth up to her head. In the Nepali language that is
called "sindur." The red dye shown on the foreheads of husband and wife
together are signs of a genuine marriage. The grass garlands with metallic
threads are used only in actual weddings. The particular necklace work by
the bride is used only in actual weddings; this necklace is called
"mangalsutra." The jewelry "sribindi" shown on the forehead of the bride
is of similar significance."

Additionally, the photographs of Usha & Ujjwal wedding were verified by
conducting local public hearing as per Nepal's law by the legally authorized Village
Development Committee which is a unit of the government ofNepal, a branch of the
Nepali government's Ministry of Local Development, and being found to be true by
public hearing document, the Secretary ofV DC certified and notarized in Nepali
language with an Attorney and Notary .After that translated copy of public hearing and
certificate in English for foreign country also by licensed Notary .
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Moreover, the magistrate court simply ignored UJJWAL'S confirmation, both
orally to NIRAJ and in two (2) separate written statements (Exs. 501 and 506), that he
did indeed marry USHA, prior to USHA'S marriage with NIRAJ. The magistrate court
also ignored USHA'S "proud" admission of the prior marriage, to NIRAJ in November
2011. The magistrate court ignored USHA'S own testimony that UJJWAL was her
"best friend" and ignored the fact that USHA was aware in June 2009 (when she
apparently married UJJWAL) that her parents were in the process of arranging a
marriage for her against her will.

The substantial competent evidence presented at trial showed that USHA decided
2009 to marry her long-term boyfriend to avoid the arranged marriage of her
as her own sister had apparently done earlier that year. However, upon
learning of the strength of her parents' conviction (the threat of suicide if she did not
through with the marriage to NIRAJ), USHA apparently decided to go forward with the
arranged marriage, despite her prior marriage to UJJWAL. In short, the magistrate
court unreasonably credited an incredible aspect ofUSHA'S story, while ignoring
substantial, competent, credible evidence that showed the marriage between USHA and
UJJWAL was legitimate.

The evidence at trial established at least one (1) point clearly: Usha Sharma
cannot be believed. Her own testimony showed her willingness to tell people what they
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wanted to hear and to change her story as needed to take advantage of or diffuse a
situation. Her own testimony established three (3) separate explanations for the
existence of the marriage photos with UJJWAL. Only one (1) of those explanations
was supported by substantial competent evidence: that the marriage photos documented
a legitimate marriage between USHA and UJJWAL.
In considering which explanation was correct, the magistrate court should have
considered USHA'S motives for giving each of the three (3) versions of reality. Her
testimony at trail was designed to save her father's reputation while affording her the
dissolution of her marriage that she desired. Indeed, as shown by her anxiety over
receiving her green card, USHA appeared to be more motivated by immigration and
citizenship issues than by an actual desire to have a relationship with NIRAJ. The
timeline of her life in the United States supports that assertion: USHA arrived on March
31, 2011; anxiously began inquiring about her green card; and shortly after receiving it
(within a few months of her arrival) made her move to Idaho. Her short time in
Maryland leads to only one conclusion: that she needed NIRAJ'S help to get a green
card and, once she had it, she rapidly executed her plan to end her marriage to him.
In NIRAJ'S Answer to USHA'S Complaint for Absolute Divorce, submitted on
May 24, 2012, NIRAJ affirms that throughout the marriage, there were no
irreconcilable differences to speak of and no discussions of unhappiness that would
lead him to believe a divorce was inevitable. In fact, NIRAJ sponsored USHA and
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of 2011 to bring her to

to

couple.

Moreover, if (as discussed below) the magistrate court had not erred in excluding
evidence regarding USHA'S motivations, the court should further have considered the
significant financial gains as USHA thought would receive in the event she was granted
a divorce: that she would be entitled to all property in Nepal belonging to NIRAJ and
NTRAJ's father. (Tr. p. 159, L. 13 top. 160, L. 6.) Although the amount of assets she
would be entitled to was not before the court, the court did hear evidence that NIRAJ' S
father owned a house in Nepal. (Tr. ) Thus, Usha's expection to receiving a divorce
would result in at least her inheritance of that property.

In light of the evidence and testimony elicited at trial, the magistrate court's
finding that USHA and UJJWAL were not married was not supported by substantial,
competent evidence. Indeed, the only evidence elicited at trial to show that USHA and
UJJWAL were not married was USHA'S trial testimony, which was contradicted by her
own testimony admitting wedding photos and, NIRAJ'S testimony, and the documents
admitted at trial. On the other hand, NIRAJ'S testimony, the documents admitted at trial
from UJJWAL, and USHA'S own admission to NIRAJ all support the finding that USHA
and UJJWAL were (and still are) married. The magistrate court's finding should be
overturned.
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C.

The magistrate court erred in excluding evidence of USHA 'S

motivation for seeking a divorce
At trial, the magistrate court erroneously excluded testimony from NIRAJ
regarding the result under Nepalese law should USHA obtain a divorce: that she would
be entitled to claim all property of both NIRAJ and NIRAJ'S father in Nepal. (Tr. p.
159,

19 top. 160, L 6.) The court erred in excluding that testimony without

analysis, simply sustaining a relevance objection. (Tr. p. 159, L 23-24.) However, the
excluded evidence is relevant to USHA'S motivations in seeking a divorce, thus calls
into question her testimony that she was not married to UJJWAL, and thus should have
been admitted. I.R.E. 401,402.

The effect of exclusion of this testimony was to remove from the magistrate
court's consideration a significant fact regarding USHA'S motivation for testifying as
she did at trial. Given the oft-changing stories she presented, the magistrate court
should have found, based in part on the excluded evidence, that USHA'S testimony at
trial was not credible,. Indeed, the excluded evidence of her potential for financial gain
as a result of her testimony is yet another of the many facts the magistrate court should
have relied on to find that USHA and UJJWAL were, in fact, married.
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was improper and the magistrate court should have

considered the testimony as further evidence that USHA'S testimony was not credible.
Further, due to the pending investigation from the United States Citizenship and
Immigration Services (USCIS) and the Office of Fraud Detection and National Security
in Baltimore , M D ,on the grounds that USHA married NIRAJ for the sole purpose of
receiving her green card, which would qualify as a ground for an annulment; Appellant
prays this Honorable Court to evaluate the forthcoming report from said departments, in
consideration of a fair judgment for the Appellant.

D.

The magistrate court erred in excluding Exhibits 507 to 509
The magistrate court erred in excluding Appellant's Exhibits 507-509, which is

issued by the same level of Nepal Govemment,s authority who issued Respondent's
Exhibit 2. Respondent's Exhibit 2 is a Marriage Certificate from Nepal, based
solely on the customs of Muluki Ain - the customary marriage practices of acceptable
dress, wedding photos and witnesses. However, Appellant's Exhibits 507-509, which
were denied, were in fact photographs of Muluki Ain - the customary marriage
practices of acceptable dress, the red dye and rice ceremony and the wedding photos of
the witnesses that were present at the ceremony, which proved an actual wedding had
taken place. Therefore, magistrate court could have accepted Appellant's Exhibits
507-509 The only reason Appellant obtained a Certificate of Marriage was to help
Respondent to obtain a green card in the United States .
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The magistrate court erred in excluding the Marriage Law of
Nepal called uMuluki Ain" submitted by the Appellant at the court
Marriage Law in Nepal (Muluki Ain) blends royal edicts, proclamations, and piecemeal
legislation. The entire corpus of law was consolidated in a compilation called the Ain
Sangraha. Customs were applied in the absence of legislative provisions or judicial
procedures. Being that USHA is currently a citizen of Nepal, and by way of the Muluki
Ain, USHA and UJJWAL are currently married and have not filed for divorce. Therefore
her subsequent marriage to NIRAJ (based on Muluki Ain) should have been considered
annulled, due to USHA'S nondisclosure of her prior marriage to UJJWAL; which
constitutes fraud, as well as polygamy (on the basis that USHA was currently married to
UJJWAL at the time of her traditional marriage ceremony to NIRAJ in 2009) and
USHA'S claims in Court that she was forced under duress, by her parents to marry
NIRAJ. Further, NIRAJ is not a citizen of Nepal, but in fact is a citizen of the United
States of America and due to the fraudulent marriage of USHA and NIRAJ, no future
claims to NIRAJ'S marital assets, nor his familial property in Nepal, as a result of any
claim of marriage of USHA to NIRAJ should be upheld in Court.

F.

USHA 'S Errata Sheet should not be considered
On July

2014, apparently following the hearing before the district court in this

matter, USHA filed Respondent's Errata Sheet, requesting that the district court amend
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the official, certified transcript of the trial proceedings before the magistrate court. (R.
p. 75-82.) The Errata Sheet purports to "correct" the transcript of the trial proceedings
based on counsel for USHA'S comparison of the audio recording of the trial and the
trial transcript. (R. p. 82.) The Errata Sheet should not be considered in this
proceeding and should not be considered by this Court.

Under Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 82(j)(1 ), the district court proceeding in this
matter was heard as an appellate proceeding based on a transcript. That transcript was
the official, signed, certified transcript prepared on March 30, 2013 by Amy Wilkins,
Certified Shorthand Reporter, pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 83(k). The
transcript was lodged with the district court on May 10, 2013. Under Idaho Rule of
Civil Procedure 83(0), USHA had twenty-one (21) days to object to the transcript,
which she did not do. Thus, as the expiration of that twenty-one (21) day period, the
transcript was "deemed settled." I.R.C.P. 83(0). USHA'S Errata Sheet was filed little
less than one (1) year later and was thus untimely and therefore should have not been
considered by the district court and declined .

Furthermore, as of the time the Errata Sheet was field, counsel for NIRAJ had
\Vithdrawn with approval from the district court following the hearing on appeal.
NIRAJ was thus appearing prose. However, NIRAJ was never properly served with a
copy of Respondent's Errata Sheet, which does not include a Certificate of Service. On
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that basis, Respondent's Errata Sheet should not

is unclear whether the district court incorporated the proposed changes in
interpretation of the magistrate court proceedings. However, to the extent it did do,
consideration of the Errata Sheet was in error. NIRAJ never had an opportunity to
respond to the Errata Sheet, because he was never served. Indeed, he was not even
aware it had been filed until the appeal to this Court. Moreover, the proposed changes
are merely counsel's argument as to her interpretation of what was said at trial. As
counsel admits in the document, she is not a certified court reporter and, thus, the Court
should be reluctant to adopt her proposed changes, particularly when NIRAJ was
denied any opportunity to consider those proposed changes and respond. 1

G.

No valid proof to support the reason of irreconcilable
differences

On March 29, 2012, USHA filed a Complaint for Decree of Absolute Divorce
from NIRAJ, on the grounds of irreconcilable differences. However, no proof to
support USHA'S claims of irreconcilable difference were ever discussed with NIRAJ.
In fact, NIRAJ was in total support of the marriage to USHA, so much that after their
marriage in Nepal on December 12, 2009, he filed the necessary paperwork in Nepal
(in March 2010), to prove the marriage ceremony between the two parties had taken
1 On appeal to this Court, when NIRAJ reviewed the transcript lodged with this Court, her realized it was
not identical to the official, signed transcript from Ms. Wilkins. Accordingly, on May 21, 2014, he filed
prose a "Motion of Objection in Documentation," identifying and objecting to the apparent changes. That
Motion is still pending.
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place, as well as the filing of the paperwork in the United States in order for USHA to
receive her green card and move to Bowie, MD to live as a married couple.
No discussion had ever taken place of irreconcilable differences between the two
parties. In fact, on May 24, 2012, NIRAJ filed a sworn Affidavit to have USHA'S
Complaint for Absolute Divorce based on irreconcilable differences dismissed.
Therefore, because USHA decided on her own that she wanted to end the
marriage to NIRAJ shortly after receiving her green card in the United States, the
magistrate court should have made the detern1ination that USHA married NIRAJ for
the sole purpose of receiving her green card with the intent of divorcing him, under
false pretences shortly thereafter.

IV.

CONCLUSION

The magistrate court erroneously credited USHA'S latest version of the "truth"
despite a proverbial mountain of competent evidence to the contrary. Moreover, as part
of its findings, that court excluded additional evidence, all of which further established
that USHA and UJJWAL were married. The magistrate court's finding that USHA was
not married to UJJWAL at the time of her marriage to NIRAJ was not supported by
substantial and competent evidence. Thus, the district court on Jan 27/2014 erred in
affirming the magistrate court's finding and erred in affirming the magistrate court's
decree of divorce.

-l
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NIRAJ respectfully requests for the foregoing reasons that this Court reverse
the decision of the district court and find that USHA was married to UJJWAL at the

time of her marriage to NIRAJ. Under Idaho Code Section 31-501(2), this Court
should therefore reverse the decision of the district court affirming the decree of
divorce, and should instead order that the marriage between USHA and NIRAJ be
annulled. Additionally, Appellant respectfully requests to be awarded the wedding
expenses and attorney's fees incurred, as a result of the filing of this action, and for
such other and further relief as this Honorable Court deems just and proper.
Enclosures :-11 ( Exhibits with married photo and certificates)

DATED :- This 22nd of October/2014
APPELLANT(Pro Se.)
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
'2.

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this =-= day of October 2014,
a copy of the foregoing Appellant Brief was mailed first-class, postage
prepaid to (1) Paige Nolta, Esq., 1618 Idaho Street, Suite 106, Lewiston,
ID, 83501, (2) Secretary, U.S. Department of Homeland Security,
Customer Service Directorate , Washington D. C . 20529-2260 (3) U S CI
S , Fraud detection and National Security ,Fallon Federal Building , # 1,
Hopkins Plaza, FirstFloor, Baltimore, MD 21201 . (4) First Secretary,
Embassy Of NEPAL , 2131, Leroy Place , N. W. Washington , D.C. 20008
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OFFICIAL SEAL

Coat of Arms Of Nepal

SHREE CHUNNIKHEL VILLAGE DEVELOPMEN'!' COMMITTEE OFFICE
Tusal, Tupek, Kathmancl :1
Date: 2069-05-28 B.S.
2012-09-13 A.D

Letter No. 069/070
Despatch No. 155
Ref.: ................

Subject : About, certification of put :ic enquiry
Mr. Niraj Sharma Via Advocate Mr. Kishor Hari Sharma

Regarding the above your application filed in this office on Bhadrn 26~ 2069 B.S. (2012 Sept. 11 A.O.)
showing your requirement to submit certificate in the court ar.d asking for the certification of the
religious customary marriage between Mr. Ujjwal Bhochhibhoya resident of Lazimpat, Kathmandu and
Ms. Usha Pandey resident of Bhimdutta Municipality ward no. 6, district, kanchanpur, along with "To
whom it may concern" certificate, signed by Ujjwal dated August 20, 2012 certifying that their marriage
was held as per religious custom on B.S. 2066 jestha 19 {A.D. 2009 June 2 nd} also attesting four copies of
the photos in front of two witnesses. An application submitted in this office by Niraj Sharma through his
authorized representative Mr. Kishor Hari Sharma of Gothatar ward no. 8. Kathmandu District
accompanied by four clear visible photos of wedding performed in the premises of Naulingeswari
Bhadrakali temple, located at ward no. 8 of this village develo;>ment committee was enquired by
deputing an employee for, on the spot public hearing at Naulingeshwari Bhadrakali temple premises of
Gamcha, Chunnlkel 8 and after on the spot Public hearing was performed it has been certified by the
public on the spot enquiry that out of four submitted photos . certified by Notary Public Kishor Hari
Sharma two pictures with the scene of temple of Gamcha Naulingeswari Bhadrakali Temple premises
located at Chunikhel V.D.C. 8 has been certified by the 9 (Nine) local resident of Naulingeswari
Bhadrakali Temple locality, including Narayan Shrestha Age 33 and the priest of the temple Santlai
Nagarkoti and certified 3 pages of on the spot public hearing discovery is enclosed herewith.
As per on the spot public enquiry the two photos are of the Naulingeswari Bhadrakali temple

premises is also hereby certified.

·

•
In writing we undersigned acknowledged through Mr. Kishor Hari
Sharma of Kathmandu District Gothatar, V. D. C. Ward No. 8 representing on
behalf of Mr. Niraj Sharma, the certificate signed by the married Mr. Ujjwal
Bhochhibhoya a permanent resident of Lazimpat near Neel Saraswatisthan
and Deep cyber of Kathmandu Metropolitan city and also signed four
wedding pictures stating that he and Ms. Usha Pandey date of birth
•

daughter of Mr. Shivaraj Pandey and Mrs.
Sangita Pandey of former Mahendranagar, Ward No. 6, Now Bhimdutta
Municip;ality Ward No. 6 were married as per religious customs on 2066
Jestlia 19 8.5. (2009 June 2nd A.O.) at the Naulingeswari Bhadrakali temple
located in this village development committee.
As

per

the

application,

submitted

in

this

Chunikhel

Village

Development Committee by Niraj Sharma address Bowie, Maryland, a
concerned person through his authorized representative Advocate Kishor
Hari Sharma, stating the reason that the signed certificate statement given
on August 20, 2012 by Mr. Ujjwal Bhochhibhoya . the married husband of
Usha Pandey, married date 2066 Jestha 19 B..s. (2009 June 02 A.D).
regarding the matter of marriage with Usha Pandey and Photo of their
marriage at Naulingeswari Bhadrakali temple located at Gamcha tole of this
Village Development Committee Ward No. 8 needs to be verified and

•

certified to be submitted at the court that the marriage was performed in
that temple.
Page 1 of

All of you gentlemen the local residents of Gamcha Naulingeswari
Bhadrakali temple Neighborhood of this Chunikhel Village Development
Committee ward NO. 8 gathered here are hereby urged to verify and
authenticate the four photos of wedding as mentioned above and certified
by notary public Kishor Hari Sharma belongs to the Naulingeswari Bhadrakali
temple premise or not and give true and signed statement was asked to us
by the deputed employee of Chunikhel V.D.C. Since we are satisfied by heart
and our true statement is as follows.
Out of enclosed herewith four photo's certified by notary public Mr.
Kishor Hari Sharma, two photo's after verification. is hereby determined to
be true and authenticate within the premises of Gamcha Naulingeswari
Bhadrakali temple of Chunikhel Village Development Committee ward No.
8,. If this statement is found to be false we are agreed to face punishment
and fine as per the prevailing laws. This pubic enquiry document is hereby
signed in the premises of Gamcha Naulingeswari Bhadrakali temple by us
with our signature and thumb impression.
1. Narayan Shrestha, age 33 Chunikhel Village Development Committee
ward No. 8 Gamcha, Signed.
2. Having specifying the same statement as above to be true and correct.
Mr. Shyam Shrestha age 28 resident of same ward No. 8 signed with
Thumb impression.
3. Having specifying the same statement as above to be true and correct
Mr. Hareram Khatri age34 resident of same ward No. 8 signed and
thump impression.
4. Having specifying the same statement as above to be true and correct,
Mr. Rajendra K.C. Age 34, Resident of same ward No 8 signed with
Thumb impression.
5. Having specifying the same statement as above to be true and correct
Mr. Ramesh Shrestha Age 22 resident of same ward No 8 signed

,
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6. Having specifying the same statement as above to be true and correct
Mr. Damodar Poudel Age 37 resident of same ward No8. Sigoed.

· 7. Having specifying the same statement as above to be true and correct
Mr. Santlal Nagarkoti, priest of the temple, signed with thumb
impression.
8. Having specifying the same statement as above to be true and correct
Mr. Jay Kumar Shrestha Age 33, resident of same ward No 8. Signed
with Thumb impression.
9. Having specifying the same statement as above to be true and correct
Mr. Maila Shrestha age 45 resident of same ward No 8. Signed.

Witness
Applicant's authorized representative Notary Public Mr. Kishor Hari Sharma
-signed.

Work performed By:
Mr. Narendra Shrestha, Office Assistant
Chunikhel Village Development Committee - signed
Performed on 2069 Bhadra 28, Thursday B.S. {2012 sept. 9 A.D)
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uate:L.u August,

: To whom it may concern

is Ujjwal Bhochhibhoya and this letter is to notify you people

Usha

pandey and me marry in May/ june 2009 (Nepali Date jestha 19,2066 BS}.
this is our real marriage .We marry with all the ritual in presence of Friends [Biraj

Aryaal (Gorkha ), Nixon Shrestha (Kuleshwor ), Bhavendra Adhikaari (lamjung)] in
Dachinkaali mandir (Narayanthan} and all the photoghraphs we provided was
and not fake . However we doesn't have any further contact. And I have
send some photo with my signature and a signature of a witness too . and I have
send a copy to US embassy too.

Sincerely
Ujjwal Bhochhibhoya

+9779841828259
+9779801170129
Uiiwol23@hotmail.com
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Print

Subject:

Status

From:

Wynn Mosman (wynn@mosmanlaw.com)

To:

sharmanrj@yahoo.com;

Cc.

kimkworkman@moscow.com:

Mr. Shanna,

I still have not received your signed Amended and Counterclaim I of course need that before the case can
proceed further.
As previously stated, I am not of the opinion that the photos by themselves are adequate proof of a marriage,
particularly if she denies there was an actual wedding ceremony. What is the proofbeyond the photos of a prior
marriage? Keep in mind that it will be difficult ifnot impossib1e to place the other man under the jurisdiction of the
Idaho courts for the purposes ofhaving him testify regarding the earlier marriage.
I tried to find out ifthere was some other means ofproving the marriage by contacting the US Embassy in Nepal
JS the text of the email I received in reply:

Dear Wynn Mosman,

Thank you for your email.

First of all, it is not mandatory in Nepal to register a marriage. While the practice for marriage
registration is growng, people generally just do not seek to register their marriage until the time a
certificate is actually required. Secondly, marriage can be registered at any of the 75 district office
across Nepal and the marriage registration data is not kept centrally in one office. So, it is very
difficult to determine 1/1/hether Ms. Usha Sharma IM:IS married before. Unless an investigation in
her neighborhood in Nepal is conducted, it is literally impossible to dig out that information.

Regards,

Consu/arSecffon(KC)
American Embassy
Kathmandu, Nepal
Tel: 977-1-4007200
Fax: 977-1-4007281
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